Revox Joy
Joy in Listening

Dominating Entertainment.
Revox of Switzerland.

To start with, there was just space

Designing personal space is an uplifting experience.
The goals are clearly defined: to achieve a completely individual living environment, to raise the quality of life and to be
able to enjoy life with each sense. Part of this is having a
balanced sound architecture within the space.
Equipped with innovative technology of the highest quality.
Preferably from Revox, developed and manufactured in
Germany and Switzerland. For audiophile enjoyment straight
out of the top drawer.
Invite the world of music into your home. With a Revox Joy
Audio Network Receiver this multi-talent uses many modern
sound sources and offers a huge diversity of functions and
operating options. Additionally of course, Joy also offers the
classical features of a good stereo system, thanks to the
large number of audio inputs. Its audio qualities and its
timeless design, combined with top-class materials, make it
into the ultimate Network Receiver. Revox Joy will convince
you with its powerful performance and will fascinate you
with its finest nuances. With the Revox Joy Network
Receiver, you will transform your spaces into ultra-modern
sound spaces.
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Timelessly innovative.
Revox
Dominating Entertainment.

Sustainability

Individuality

It has always been special to be the owner of a Revox product.
And, thanks to an awesome range of excellent speakers in
many different sizes and power ranges, which offer impressive
design or the subtlety to blend in with their surroundings,
exclusive sound solutions can be designed to meet individual
tastes. Joy offers you a whole range of options to enjoy music,
wherever and whenever you want to. And all with the simplest
operation, through streaming or through classical audio
sources. Experience your personal Joy audio world in its
exclusive design and with its awesome sound. Joy offers a
Controllability
The most advanced technology is only of benefit if it serves the whole wealth of different ways to enjoy music.
user. The unique Revox system offers its owner a maximum of
functionality and design freedom, with a minimum of operating Sound
effort. A uniform, intuitive operating concept, where the most The completely authentic reproduction of natural sound is the
important functions can be called at the press of a single
ideal that has defined the Revox brand from the start.
button, combined with a consistent, modular construction of
Countless international prizes that have been awarded to
the complete system, make the user the master of his own
Revox audio equipment over the decades bear witness to the
entertainment. Today, tomorrow and for many years to come.
fact that the company has always remained true to this ideal.
With its synthesis of forward-looking technologies, visionary
operator concept and excellent sound, the Revox audio/video
system enjoys a unique global position today. Right up to the
current day, the Revox name stands for unparalleled musical
enjoyment of the highest technical level.
For 60 years, the Revox name has stood for audio products
of the highest technical perfection. Products such as the
legendary Revox A77 reel-to-reel tape machine, which even
after decades, is still seen as a milestone for top-quality
audiophilia. This tradition continues today with a modular,
upgradable technology concept. Then as now, Revox develops
visionary and future oriented products which stand out like
a shining beacon in the gloom of mass market mediocrity.
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Simply beautiful.
Revox Joy Audio Network Receiver
Beautifully simple.
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Multimedia taken to the max
The Revox Joy Audio Network Receiver is truly multi-talented, not just in terms of the wide range of sources and functions but also in respect of the operating options and of
course the awesome audio qualities that it demonstrates.
Timeless design, quality materials such as glass and aluminium and an excellent sound, all packaged into a compact
system. The ultimate audiophile network receiver for music
lovers who will not accept any compromises. A brilliant performance that is powerful enough to satisfy even the highest
demands. But at the same time so restrained that you can
enjoy even the quiet sounds, to the max.

Awesome audio quality
The discretely constructed PWM (Pulse Width Modulation)
outputs with up to 2 x 120 Watt provide an impressive confirmation of the many years of competence that Revox has in
amplifier development. A particular highlight is that the individual frequency responses of all Revox speakers are stored in
the Revox Joy. This means that a specific frequency correction can be carried out for each Revox speaker, resulting in
perfect sound quality. And thanks to Revox room compensation, the amplifier's bass characteristics are adapted to the
speaker and to its position in the room. Lots of bass if it is
free-standing; a reduction in the bass components if it is
close to a wall. So simple. And so good. Experience your
music with an authenticity previously only possible at a live
concert. Music reproduction that impresses.

Different Versions
The expectations of what a high quality audio system has to
deliver are not just determined by personal preferences. The
size of the space where the Joy is going to be deployed is also
a decisive criterion when it comes to choosing your system.
And for that reason, we are presenting the Revox Joy in
three versions, S118 / S119 and S120. This then gives you the
freedom to choose the solution that is right for you.
For complete musical enjoyment, there where you feel most
comfortable and most at ease.
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Easy Listening – completely redefined
Within the different streaming sources such as Internet Radio
and Music Audio Server, both the remote control and the
Apps offer a list-based display that will guide you quickly and
simply, through its clear navigation structure, to the track or
the radio station you want to listen to.
A particular comfort feature when operating the Audio Server
is the Playback Play Sequence. You can decide whether a
newly selected piece should be played immediately or only
once the previous piece has ended.
Just like you know it from the good old jukebox.
And if you still love your CDs so much that you'd like to hear
them again in their original format, you can get maximum
enjoyment from this medium as well with the Revox Joy CD
Player. The latest generation of the S119 and S120 both have
a special interface for the Joy CD player, which enables the
audio signal and the control information to be exchanged
simply between the devices.

No drive, no hard disc
The Revox Joy connects itself to your music data very simply
through the local network or via WLAN. Enjoy music in the
best possible quality from your mobile phone, your MP3 player or your NAS hard disc.
And with the latest generation of the S119 and S120, you can
also transmit your music tracks to the amplifier by Bluetooth.
To do this, you just use the normal UI of your audio App and
simply select the Revox Joy Bluetooth function to transmit
the music.
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White as standard.
Revox Joy
Extraordinary power.

Conspicuously unobtrusive
The Revox Joy speaks the language of clear, minimalism. With its
puristic design in matt white or silver, it integrates itself harmoniously into any stylish environment. Conspicuously beautiful: clad
in quality glass and aluminium. Together, they give the Revox Joy
its very special touch. A marriage in white: combined with the
slim Re:sound G column speakers, you achieve a partnership that
conveys the best possible impression, both acoustically and
optically.

Re:sound G column

White is right
What the Revox Joy conceals under its discrete yet high-quality
shell is sure to bring great joy to audiophile gourmets.
Because Revox's tradition for high quality standards continue to
make its presence felt within the internal workings of the Revox
Joy. From the painstaking selection of individual components to
the layout design of the signal routing. Every detail has been
optimised to achieve the best possible audio reproduction.
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Compact sound miracle.
Revox Joy Symphony
Powerful and convincing.

Unobtrusively conspicuous
In these increasingly hectic times, moments of relaxation
and enjoyment are all too few and far between. Decide for
yourself when and where the moment is right for you to
switch the Joy Symphony on and off.
With its timeless, classic design, it integrates itself perfectly
even in small spaces but it still remains an eye-catcher.
You define the source, whether it is the Internet, a USB
stick, a Smartphone, a tablet or a television. The Joy
Symphony defines the sound.

Spectacular sound
As well as through its classic design, in silver-grey
with black speaker grilles or completely in white,
the Symphony also stands out through its high-quality, multi-braced wooden housing and its true aluminium operating panel. The unit, which may appear to
have a somewhat understated effect as a result of
the reduced language of its shape, reveals its full
potential, once it is switched on.
Two coaxial speakers with a diameter of 108 mm,
driven by a 2 x 25 watt sinus amplifier, breathe life
into the sound miracle and provide the basis for
space-filling audio experience. As you would expect
from Revox, the Joy Symphony, created in Germany
and Switzerland, ticks all the boxes both in terms
of design and sound.
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Luxury on the move
In addition to a 230 V mains power connection,
the Joy Symphony also has a 12 V connection
making it the ideal companion when travelling.
Weighing in at just 7.5 kg and with its compact
housing, it is truly a small sound giant.

Intuitive operation
The Joy Symphony can be controlled
completely either through the special Revox
remote control or using the Revox iOS and
Android Apps. In addition, through buttons
on the housing, the volume can be controlled
directly and the My Music folder can also be
accessed. The folder stores up to 18 entries
in the form of radio stations, tracks, albums,
artists and complete playlists.
Even the alarm clock function can directly
access your favourites.
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The world as a guest in your home.
Revox Joy Audio Network Receiver
And everything under control.

Twice as good
You can operate and configure the Revox Joy Audio Network
Receiver in two different ways. Either with the S208 Remote
Control with colour display for browsing the lists and displays
of information about music tracks, e.g. album covers or Internet radio station logos. Or through the Universal App S232 for
iPhone, iPod touch and iPad.

As smart as your phone
Our philosophy is: Operation must be simple! And this
premiss is embodied in the Revox S208 Remote control.
Using this attractively designed remote control, you can
truly operate Joy, simply and intuitively. And you can also
control other audio devices or a television just as easily.
You can control up to eight Revox Joy Audio Network
Receivers with one remote. As an option, it is also available
with a pre-programmed package of commands, macros, that
link several functions with one another. The remote control
can be modified to your personal requirements using the Joy
Easy Creator Software. With the smart S208 from Revox,
you have control over your complete entertainment at all
times.
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Docking with Revox
Perfectly matched to the Revox Joy: The secure location
for your iPhone or iPod with the optional docking station.
The docking station is connected directly to the Joy
through a USB interface. Needless to say, while in the
docking station, your Apple products are also charged up.

The Revox App for iPhone and iPad
Let’s work together: The Revox Joy can be operated easily
with the Revox App for iPhone and iPad, giving you direct
access to the music of your choice. Fast, simple and clear
and even including the covers from your favourite albums
and the logos from your preferred Internet Radio station.
You can also select the different sources in the Apple way.
You can also configure the wake-up function, the naming of
the audio inputs and the network designations to suit your
own requirements.

Control also through building
management system
Using an IR to KNX converter, Revox, in collaboration
with the Gira brand, facilitates the execution of some
basic building management functions through the S208.

Welcome to the Internet
Thanks to the network capabilities, connecting to any one of
thousands of Internet radio stations is child's play. The Revox
Joy combines modern sources with traditional sources: USB,
LAN, WLAN, UPnP storage (NAS and PC), 2 analogue and
4 digital inputs (coaxial and optical) for connecting further
devices, together with 1 pre-amp output open up a world of
possibilities. And of course, Revox Joy is also an outstanding
stereo system in the classical sense, if you are looking to
enjoy your music through a record deck or a CD player.
With the Joy MKII, you have two additional audio inputs – a
Bluetooth audio input and a special input for the Revox Joy
CD player. And of course, Revox Joy is also an outstanding
stereo system in the classical sense, if you are looking to
enjoy your music through a record deck or another audio
system. In addition, the S119 and S120 also have a subwoofer
output that can be switched on and off through the UI.
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The personal music archive.
Revox Joy Audio Server
Simple and intuitive.
Intelligent technology
The way to create the perfect audio library has never been
as easy as it is with the Revox Joy Audio Server. All you
have to do is a one-time definition of your audio quality and
then just insert a CD. The server starts the recording immediately and after about ten minutes ejects the CD again
automatically. Even metadata is fetched from the Internet
from the Gracenote Database and stored during this short
period of time. If required, the metadata can be optimised
during the recording process and modified to your needs. Of
course, if you want to, you can just play a CD through the
CD drive. You can even make modifications to increase the
user comfort so that your personal preference - record or
playback - is the default option

Strong exclusivity
Few things are as unfading and as timeless as
music. Whether it's Mozart, Elvis or The Beatles,
your sound is not subject to the whims of fashion.
This consistency and durability are mirrored in
the design and in the choice of materials for the
Revox Joy Audio Server. High-quality glass in
combination with true aluminium underlines its
elegant character.
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Get in Touch
When it comes to playing music, the Joy Audio Server can
be used in two ways. Up to 16 audio streams can be supplied
from the Revox server, working together with Joy Network
Receivers, but with other UPnP-based players as well of
course.

Simplest operation
With non-network-based applications, the Revox Joy Audio Server
sends an audio signal to an amplifier of your choice through the
analogue, optical or HDMI output, even in parallel to audio streams.
On-screen operation of the server is simple and intuitive through the
GUI, where you can also create playlists, make manual recordings
and edit the metadata. It is also possible to select and play music
through Joy products, using iOS and Android Apps. Playback lists
can also be created on the Revox Joy Audio Server using the Apps.

Flexibility starts at home
Existing music archives can also be copied to the audio server's
hard disc or integrated into the database. It is immaterial
whether the data is on a PC, on a USB stick or on a NAS drive.
Using the Joy App, you can then search through your entire music
archive and start playback on the Joy network receivers.
The server offers enough space for up to 700 albums in CD quality
or 1,200 albums in FLAC compression. Through the network or
through an external solution, storage space can be extended very
easily to accommodate very large collections.
It is also possible to set up automatic data backups to external
devices, whereby each change is saved for up to 30 days. Data
that has been accidentally deleted can be restored easily, even
when you only notice two weeks after the event that it has been
deleted.
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Free for sale.
Revox Joy CD player
The smart stimulant.

Hi-end addition to the Joy Family
Insert and enjoy – For over thirty years the CD has been the
byword for a high quality and particularly for a comfortable
music experience. And the best way is together with the
new Joy CD Player. We have developed it especially for this
medium – to deliver the maximum in sound fidelity and to meet
the highest demands. We have added a new member to the
Joy Family with this CD player – compact, stylish and technically
perfect.
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Open for everything
The Revox Joy CD player's audio signal is
provided either through an analogue output
or through one of the two digital outputs,
coaxial and optical. Making the Joy CD player
suitable for all types of amplifier. It can
be controlled through the remote control or
directly through the device's front panel.
The Joy CD Player can be connected to a
new generation S119 / S120 through the
Joy CD Link. The audio signal is sent to the
Joy Network Receiver together with the
control commands. Third-party control systems
can access the CD player's functions bi-directionally through the RS232 interface. For
instance, the Revox M Series Communication
module, to allow the Joy CD Player to be
operated from different rooms in the house.

Technology, precision and design in perfect harmony
With its solid aluminium housing in white and silver, a glass front panel in black and
white, the elegant external appearance of the Joy CD player alone is sure to impress.
And music devotees really start to swoon when it comes to the things that truly make it
stand out: precision engineering, the latest technology, years of know-how and high quality
compo-nents right down to the smallest detail. In short, an elegant sound miracle at the
highest technical and musical level that will continue to deliver musical enjoyment long into
the future. Perfectly balanced to the other products from the Joy range. Build your own
personal audio system.
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Classic or Modern.
Revox Joy DAB+/FM Module
You have the choice.

Access the whole world from your own home
With the optional Revox Joy DAB+/FM module, Revox offers
both Internet radio and classic DAB+ and FM radio programmes.
The combined module is built into the Revox Joy Audio Network
receiver as an option or it can be retrofitted to an existing
Revox Joy device.
In addition to Internet Radio, you can create individual station
lists and assign these to the three radios, using the two integrable
receiver modules. You can choose to create and use the lists
through the remote control or using the Apps. In addition to this,
your personal favourite stations can be saved to the My Music
list and accessed very quickly, for example through the wake-up
function. The Play View tells you what radio format you are
currently using.
If the station offers this service, this view also gives you more
information about the station, such as its name, radio text and
frequency.
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Intelligent concept.
KNX integration
Even more functions under control.
The multi-option interface
Open up a new dimension of the latest functionalities to yourself: Using your Joy Remote Control in conjunction
with the Revox IR/KNX Interface, you can even control the
functions of a KNX building management system unit.
The combination of Revox Joy, television and KNX controller in
the building management offers almost unlimited application
options. Your electrical specialist will be happy to advise you
when planning a new build or during a renovation project.
The living room is the most usual place to find a Revox remote
control being deployed. Because this is where you often use
several components, in order to raise comfort levels, e.g.
operating the lights and the shutters. An example: You are
watching a blockbuster film but the rays of the setting sun are
reflecting off the television and spoiling the experience.
With the Revox remote control, you can close the shutters
without having to stand up or look for another remote. If that
makes the room a bit too dark, the press of another button
will control the lighting.

Lighting

Blinds
TV

Revox Joy
Switching actuator

IR receiver

Revox S208
remote control
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Re:sound G column 02

A listening pleasure that you
will never tire of.
Re:sound G series
Fascination in both sound and design.

White and black. From small to large

Re:sound G mini

Whether in an exclusive white or a classic black design,
the speakers from the Re:sound G series are masters of their
craft. The high-quality front panel made of 8 mm toughened
glass already prepares you visually for what these speakers
can deliver acoustically in terms of performance: a crystal
clear, authentic sound reproduction that is perfect right
down to the last detail, with full, deep base sounds, clearly
defined mid-ranges and precise trebles. The Re:sound G
series offers fascinating sound experiences of the highest
quality. From the smart Mini to the large-format Prestige.

Mini: The small sound giant

Re:sound G shelf

With the Re:sound G mini, Revox is launching the smallest
speaker in the G series. The Re:sound G mini is the ideal
combination for all those who are short on space but who
don’t want to be sold short on an authentic musical
experience. Thanks to many years experience in the
development of speakers, we have succeeded in raising the
acoustics significantly, resulting in a bass reproduction that,
when you take the small dimensions into account, will truly
amaze you. The Mini is also available in a subtle white and
with an ultra low profile holder, can be mounted elegantly and
discretely on any wall.

Shelf: Reward your work
The ideal speaker for the bookshelf and the workplace.
With its file-binder format, the 2-way loudspeaker delivers
a perfect sound whilst occupying the minimum space.
Actually, it is something of a shame to hide this compact
“sound converter” with its high-quality, silver lacquered
MDF housing and its black-backed, solid glass front, on a
shelf. Almost invisible: With its wall-mounting kit, you can
position the Re:sound G shelf for optimum results.

Column: Slim and powerful
The elegant column speaker combines slenderness with the
highest audio quality, perfectly. No compromises were made
on sound during the development: D’Appolito chassis
assignment for symmetrical emissions and bass reflex
support for a broad frequency range, are just two of the
excellent qualities of the Re:sound G column 02.

Re:sound G prestige

Elegance: Powerful but still slim
Subtle in design, forceful in performance. The Re:sound
G elegance speaker was developed for music lovers who
prefer a slim profile for the speakers in their living room.
It was a special challenge for our engineers at Revox to
elicit a powerful and deep bass from the narrow housing.
Their many years of experience in developing small, highperformance chassis with good stroke characteristics
stood them in good stead in mastering this challenge.
The result: The housing and chassis of the Elegance
were matched using special filters on the crossover
network such that it offers soft, rounded but also deep
and powerful emission characteristics. This just goes to
show that space doesn't have to be an issue when it
comes to creating a great musical listening experience.

Prestige: a powerful entertainer
Complete in white or black and in great shape.
The precise and pure sound quality of the slim-designed
speakers from the Re:sound S prestige 02 is truly
awesome. Four long-throw bass chasses, a low-distortion
mid-range speaker and a very reliable tweeter with a
large fabric membrane ensure this. Its performance is
incredible and packed with power. Whether as a standalone stereo speaker or as part of a Surround System.

Re:sound G elegance
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The power of quiet sounds
The right music in the right quality at the right place. Life is
good and should be enjoyed to the full. With the Re:sound I
outdoor 80 outdoor speakers, your receptive ears will be able
to delight to the impressive nuances of even the quietest
sounds. They were developed to meet the particular requirements of the great outdoors and provide the ideal sound
source for the balcony, patio or garden. As wind and weather
cannot affect it, the ODS is ideally suited for longterm
deployment outside. The wall-mounting bracket makes for
very simple and flexible installation. Both horizontaland
vertical. The speaker can be swivelled or tilted within the
bracket any way you want.
The inside values of our outside speaker also sound really
good. The 2-way speaker is equipped with a powerful 130 mm
low mid-ranger as well as a 21 mm tweeter calotte.
Even outdoors, they deliver powerful and authentic sound
reproduction. Additionally, you have the option to equip the
ODS with the IR receiver. This makes it possible to control
your Revox system from outdoors by IR remote control.
Ideally, the corresponding wall-mounted control panel should
be located in the house in order to protect it against the
elements or against any unwelcome attention.
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Making music into an experience.
Re:sound speakers
Fascinating diversity.
More free space when listening
Fascinating: Space-filling sound, authentic reproduction. But no cabling or speakers to be seen.
The secret is soon uncovered: Re:sound I invisible,
the invisible sound source. The panel speakers,
at just a few millimetres thick, are installed
concealed in ceilings or walls and disappear
behind plaster, paint or wallpaper and if required,
can be made into "sound pictures".
The special, two-dimension emission characteristics of the Re:sound soundboard guarantee an
unbelievably good listening experience everywhere in the room. Irrespective of where the
listener is. A broad range of different performance specifications makes it possible to create
a sound solution that is ideally suited to every
application and every room.
There is no end to the design options: in the
bathroom, kitchen, 5.1 Home Cinema, on the
patio, in a meeting room or in public areas.
Re:sound I invisible gives you almost limitless
freedom of design.

Excellence as standard
Speakers from the Revox series fulfil the highest demands in
terms of quality, technology, finish and style. So just let your
own personal tastes decide when making your choice. Whether
it is the elegant design of the G series or the classic-contemporary stylistic elements of the S series, Revox offers a wide
diversity of speakers, from these and all the other Revox series.
Making listening to music into a special experience.

You will find more about Revox's competence when it comes to
speakers under http://www.revox.com/en/loudspeaker
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Comfort at the touch of a button.
TV applications
For maximum pleasure.

Home Entertainment from a single source
You want to watch television and as well as excellent picture
quality, you also want outstanding sound? And if possible just
using one remote control? Then Revox Joy is just what you're
looking for.
Connect the audio output from your television to one of the
many inputs on the Revox Joy Network Receiver. And straight
away, you will experience television sound in a completely
new dimension. You can get the most out of your S208 Joy
Remote Control by using the Easy Creator Software to
optimise the user comfort. First select your television from
the comprehensive database and then load the remote
control commands onto the S208 using a USB cable. This
enables you to operate the Revox Joy and your television with
just one remote control.
And with just a little practice, with the support of your
trained Revox specialist dealer if required, you can achieve
even more. You can bundle several commands together so
that everything runs seamlessly. With just one press of a
button, your television is switched on and at the same time
your Revox Joy Network receiver starts up and activates the
correct input. So simple, but so good.
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Musical dreams of the future.
Online Services
Any time and anywhere.

The global living room
The good old collection of vinyl records or CDs is starting to
lose its significance as a personal music archive. Because
today, as well as the classic audio sources, there are is also a
whole range of applications for Smartphones or tablets that
offer access to audio content of all types. One example is
Spotify, a music streaming service that offers online access
to a huge number of musical tracks in return for a monthly
fee. Another example would be an Internet-based service like
YouTube. And the music we all store on our mobile devices
should also not be forgotten.
There are various different options for transmitting the audio
signals that will allow the music from these services to be
experienced in the home with the Joy as well and in the best
possible sound quality. For example, over Bluetooth. Almost
all Smartphones and tablets are equipped with this technology
these days. The latest generation of the S119 / S120 Joy
Network receiver also has an integrated Bluetooth receiver
that allows it to be paired with mobile devices. Revox
recommends transmitting the audio data over Bluetooth to
a corresponding receiver, in combination with the Symphony
or S118 or the first generation S119 and S120.
You will find such a receiver with analogue and/or optical
audio outputs at selected specialist outlets. The receiver can
be connected to a compatible input on the Revox Joy without
any effort. And you can even rename the selected input as
"Bluetooth", in order to make your life even easier. Simplicity
itself!
The benefit of this solution when compared to one that is
fixed-integrated in the product is obvious. You can use your
music service on the Smartphone at home just as easily as
you can when you are out and about. And of course, it is
the music service that you have chosen to use. These days,
because there are so many different suppliers, some of which
specialise on particular genres, it is effectively impossible to
install all these services in one product.
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Revox Joy

Revox Joy S118 / S119 MKII / S120 MKII

Dimensions

H 87 x W 200 x D 183 mm (S118)
H 87 x W 200 x D 322 mm (S119 / S120)

87 mm

(please add up 60 mm for cables as a minimum)

200 mm

Weight

2,0 kg / 4,9 kg / 6,3 kg

Power consumption

max. 80 W / max. 150 W / max. 330 W

Normal operation

5,5 W / 14 W / 20 W

Quickstart

4,5 W / < 3,5 W (S119 / S120)

Standby

< 0,6 W

Temperature range

+10 ... 40 °C

Output power

2 x 25 W / 2 x 60 W / 2 x 120 W RMS
2 x 25 W / 2 x 80 W / 2 x 160 W impulse power

Damping factor

20 at 1 kHz and 8 Ohm / 100 at 1 kHz and 8 Ohm

Harmonic distortion

0,05 % at 1 W and 4 Ohm / < 0,005 % at 25 W and 4 Ohm

Analogue inputs

0 / 2 / 2 500 mV / 39 kOhm

Digital inputs

1 / 2 / 2 optical, 1 / 2 / 2 coaxial, 16, 20, 24 bit PCM,
SPDIFF to 192 kHz

Revox Joy S118

Subwoofer out

0/1/1

Pre out

0/1/1

Digital out

0/1/1

Bluetooth

0/1/1

CD Link

0/1/1

Audio formats

AAC, AIFF, FLAC, MP3 (cbr + vbr), OGG-Vorbis, WAV, 		
WMA

Revox Joy S119 MKII bzw. S120 MKII

141 mm

Revox Joy Symphony

500 mm

Playlist formats

M3U, PLS

Supported Media servers

UpnP AV 1.1 & DLNA-compatible servers

Gapless Audio

MP3 and AAC (require gapless tags)

Dimensions

H 141 mm x W 500 mm x D 300 mm

Weight

7,3 kg

RMS performance

2 x 25 W Sinus

Frequency

42 Hz - 22 kHz

Harmonic distortion

0,05 % at 1 Watt and 4 Ohm

Digital inputs

1 x optical digital and 1 x coaxial digital 			
with 16, 20, 24 bit PCM to 192 kHz

Speakers

2 x 108 mm Coax - 2 way

Max SPL

105 dB

All other specifications are equal to S118 specifications.

Revox Joy Audio Server

Dimensions

H 87 mm x W 200 mm x D 322 mm (without cable)

87 mm

(please add up 60 mm for cables as a minimum)
Weight

3,4 kg

Power supply

External power supply
Recommended 12 V ; 5,5 A
Inside 8 - 19 Volt
Outside GND

200 mm

Power consumption

typical 15 Watt 					
max 40 Watt

Stand-by

< 1 Watt

Data Audio Video
Audio output

Optical to 192 kHz 24 bit, HDMI to 96 kHz 24 bit, analogue

Video output

HDMI 1920 x 1080, VGA

Audio formats

AAC, AC, DTS, DTS HD, EAC3, FLAC, LPCM, MAC, MP1,
MP2, MP3, Vorbis, WMA lossless
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87 mm

Revox Joy CD player

Dimensions

H 87 mm x W 200 mm x D 183 mm

Weight

3,05 kg

Power consumption

0,4 W (Standby) / 7,5 W ± 1,5 W (Operation)

Temperature range

+10 ... 40 °C

Supported format

CD-DA in according with RED-Book Standart

Control

IR RC5 Commands 					
RS232 Control

Main voltage

100 - 240 VAC˜ / 50 - 60 Hz

Analogue output
200 mm

Frequency range

5 Hz - 20 kHz

THD + Noise

< 0,0019 %

Dynamic range

118 dB

DC-Offset

0,0005 Volt

SN ratio

> 110 dB at 1 kHz

Channel separation

> 97 dB at 1 kHz

Digital output Coaxial (1x) / Optical (1x)
Frequency range

5 Hz - 20 kHz

THD + Noise

< 0,0018 %

Data format

44,1 kHz / 16 bit

Remote control for Revox Joy products, with colour

IR range

8m

display. IR commands can be programmed through a

RF range

up to 65 m in open area

database, using the Easy Creator software.

Frequency

2,4 GHz

240 mm

Revox Joy S208 remote control

Display

240 x 320 Pixel

Width 52 mm

Data rate

up to 2 Mbps

Length 240 mm

Operation time

approx. 1 week at normal operation

Height 20 mm
Weight 190 g incl. integrated rechargeable battery

52 mm

Revox Joy S208 dockingstation
Width

80 mm

Revox Joy iPod docking station with identical

Depth

125 mm

dimensions.

Height

25 mm

Weight

200 g

25 mm

125 mm

Docking station for Revox Joy S208 remote control.

80 mm

125 mm
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Re:sound G speaker series

1262 mm

Re:sound G prestige speakers

260 mm

2 way bass reflex

Power rating

140 Watt

W 140 mm (foot 260 mm)

Music power handling capacity

180 Watt

D 270 mm (foot 390 mm)

Impedance

4 Ohm

H 1262 mm (foot 12 mm)

Frequency response

36 Hz–30 kHz

Weight 23 kg

Efficiency (2.83V/1m)

87 dB

MDF cabinet lacquered with

Woofer

4 x 116 mm, aramid yarn

real glass front

Midrange

1 x 116 mm, aramid yarn

Tweeter

30 mm, fabric dome type

2,5 way bass reflex

Power rating

120 Watt

W 104 mm (foot 215 mm)

Music power handling capacity

150 Watt

D 104 mm (foot 270 mm)

Impedance

4 Ohm

H 1112 mm (foot 12 mm)

Frequency response

40 Hz–30 kHz

Weight 11,4 kg

Efficiency (2.83V/1m)

88 dB

MDF cabinet lacquered with

Woofer/Midrange

4 x 90 mm aluminium, shielded

real glass front

Tweeter

30 mm mm aluminium dome, neodym system

2 way, d‘Appolito, bass reflex,

Power rating

70 Watt

HP filtered

Music power handling capacity

100 Watt

W 104 mm (foot 215 mm)

Impedance

4 Ohm

D 104 mm (foot 215 mm)

Frequency response

42 Hz–30 kHz

H 1112 mm (foot 12 mm)

Efficiency (2.83V/1m)

87 dB

Weight 8,7 kg

Woofer/Midrange

2 x 90 mm aluminium, shielded

MDF cabinet lacquered with

Tweeter

30 mm mm aluminium dome, neodym system

2 way, d‘Appolito, bass reflex,
HP filtered
W 104 mm
D 218 mm
H 320 mm
Weight 4 kg
MDF cabinet lacquered with
real glass front

Power rating

70 Watt

Music power handling capacity

100 Watt

Impedance

4 Ohm

Frequency response

45 Hz–30 kHz

Efficiency (2.83 V / 1m)

90 dB

Woofer/Midrange

2 x 90 mm aluminium, shielded

Tweeter

25 mm aluminium dome, neodym system

2 way

Power rating

50 Watt

W 104 mm

Music power handling capacity

70 Watt

D 130 mm

Impedance

4 Ohm

H 180 mm

Frequency response

55 Hz–30 kHz

Weight 1,8 kg

Efficiency (2.83 V / 1m)

89 dB

MDF cabinet lacquered with

Woofer/Midrange

1 x 90 mm aluminium, shielded

real glass front

Tweeter

25 mm aluminium dome, neodym system

390 mm

1112 mm

Re:sound G elegance speakers

215 mm

270 mm

1112 mm

Re:sound G column speakers

real glass front

215 mm

215 mm

320 mm

Re:sound G shelf speakers

104 mm

218 mm

180 mm

Re:sound G mini speakers

104 mm

130 mm

Further technical specifictions are to be found under www.revox.de or in the Revox main catalogue
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Revox (Schweiz) AG
Wehntalerstrasse 190, CH 8105 Regensdorf
Tel.: +41 44 871 66 11
info@revox.ch
www.revox.ch
Revox Handels GmbH
Josef-Pirchl-Strasse 38, AT 6370 Kitzbühel
Tel.: +43 5356 66 299
info@revox.at
www.revox.at

Your direct access to http://joy.revox.com
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